Overview Overview
Tropical: Z = 250R Tropical: Z = 250R • • Methods involving radar reflectivity Methods involving radar reflectivity require knowledge of absolute powers of require knowledge of absolute powers of radar system; therefore they are prone radar system; therefore they are prone to calibration issues to calibration issues
Although Kdp Kdp is independent of radar is independent of radar calibrations it only has superior calibrations it only has superior accuracy at high rain rates. accuracy at high rain rates.
Errors in Radar Rainfall Estimates Errors in Radar Rainfall Estimates

Variations of drop size distributions Variations of drop size distributions (DSD). (DSD).
• • The uncertainty in the median drop
The uncertainty in the median drop diameter D diameter D 0 0 is the main source of DSD is the main source of DSD induced errors in R(K induced errors in R(K DP DP ). Strength of relation can be measured by a normalized Strength of relation can be measured by a normalized correlation coefficient between the distributions X(D) and correlation coefficient between the distributions X(D) and R(D) over drop size D (where X represents radar parameter R(D) over drop size D (where X represents radar parameter and R is rain rate). The smaller the correlation coefficient, and R is rain rate). The smaller the correlation coefficient, the less X and R are related the less X and R are related Discarded rain rates lower than Discarded rain rates lower than 20 mm/hr 20 mm/hr Discarding Discarding DSDs DSDs corresponding to corresponding to rain rates lower than 20 mm/hr rain rates lower than 20 mm/hr improves estimates of moderate and improves estimates of moderate and heavy rain at the expense of heavy rain at the expense of degrading the bias of light degrading the bias of light precip precip . . However, at an operational However, at an operational standpoint, higher rain rates are of standpoint, higher rain rates are of greater importance. greater importance. 
Comparison of different R and M
Conclusions continued Conclusions continued
Based on these simulations R and M Based on these simulations R and M estimators that use K estimators that use K DP DP and Z and Z DR DR are, in are, in theory, virtually independent of DSD theory, virtually independent of DSD variations. variations. In field comparison of these estimators In field comparison of these estimators with rain gauges reveals that the accuracy with rain gauges reveals that the accuracy decreases due to measurement errors. decreases due to measurement errors. Errors can be reduced with spatial Errors can be reduced with spatial smoothing of K smoothing of K DP DP and Z and Z DR DR , however, bias , however, bias errors in Z errors in Z DR DR still exist. still exist. All K All K DP DP estimators out perform traditional estimators out perform traditional rainfall measurements. rainfall measurements.
